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ABSTRACT
This Final Bachelor Project did research on the possibilities of agar-based bioplastics in
combination with food waste for the usage of packaging design. To add extra value to
the bioplastic packaging design, possibilities for communicating brand identity with these
materials where discovered.
This report will describe the concept, methods, process, results, discussion and conclusion
of this Final Bachelor Project. The process will follow the Double Diamond Framework of
Innovation as a guideline.
The goal of this Final Bachelor Project will be to contribute further into the knowledge
gaining and discovery of opportunities and possibilities surrounding the creations of new
packaging design through biomaterials. It also calls for action to produce more locally and
sustainable packaging designs as well as a better end-of-life cycle for new biomaterials.
The final concept consists of a product-oriented Product Service System for local packaging
design production where food waste of surrounding restaurants is used as a resource
material for the production of agar-based bioplastic packaging design. The packaging
is then distributed back to the restaurants that provided the resources. A packaging
design prototype is proposed which also considers the use of innovative technologies for
communication of brand identity.
Although the project might not be a direct all-problem-solving solution to the socially
relevant problems mentioned throughout the report, it strives to offer insights in alternative
material uses in combination with food waste and the use of new technologies for packaging
design. This way we can add new value to the materials, seen through a marketing as well
as through a sustainable point of view.
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PROLOGUE
At the end of my Bachelor 2.2 year, I took the time to think of what I had done yet so far
in my study years and what I still wanted to accomplish to develop myself as a future
designer. My professional identity and vision where focused on tackling socio-cultural
problems through design, however I felt that something was missing and I could not really
grasp yet what.
During my Bachelor 3.1 year, I went on an exchange to ELISAVA Barcelona School of Design
and Engineering where I followed courses from the product design degree as well as the
industrial design engineering degree. There I followed courses, one of them being packaging
design, which focused a lot on the use and exploration of (new) materials. Here I discovered
what I missed in my professional identity and vision, which was creating valuable user
experiences through tangibility of design. Early hands-on material exploration in the design
process and the creation of tangible design with focus on material use were aspects which I
wanted to explore during my Final Bachelor Project. Doing a project surrounding packaging
design fitted well within these aspects and would give me the opportunity to touch upon all
the expertise areas in a way in which I would identify myself with.
The squad where I felt that I would be able to conduct a project in this direction and which
could help me most with developing my identity and vision was the ‘Crafting Everyday
Soft Things’ squad. Within the squad a hands-on exploratory approach to the design and
research process is taken, one of the practices included being material exploration.
Looking back at my project and time within the squad, the exploratory design approach
was a nice change from previous projects done at the Industrial Design department and
I very much enjoyed doing it. I felt that the squad was very versatile in approaching the
expertise areas and gave a lot of opportunities for expert advice from the coaches. I will
definitely take this knowledge on design approach and much more I learned with me for
future design projects.
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INTRODUCTION &
DEFINING PROBLEM AREA
“When you design for packaging design, you are designing trash.”

(R. Caño, January 2020 during one of his lectures on Packaging design at ELISAVA (Course
code: 80033 Packaging Design. Academic year 2019-2020 2nd trimester ELISAVA [Personal
Communication]))
This statement, as well as the packaging course itself, was the initial drive and interest
to proceed a Final Bachelor Project surrounding the topic of packaging design. People
come in contact with and use packaging design in their everyday lives. “[Packaging] effects
things that human beings need to survive. Food, healthcare and personal care.” (McKinsey
& Company, 2019b). From the water bottle you are drinking, the new phone that arrived at
your home, to the food products you buy at the grocery stores, you use packaging basically
every day. However, since the life-span of consumer usage is short for most packaging
designs and it quickly becomes ‘trash’, it is important to consider the sustainability aspects
within its life-cycle.
One of the main materials that is used for packaging design is plastic, due to its “…unrivalled
properties and low cost.” (World Economic Forum et al., 2016). The packaging industry is the
largest market for plastic production, where 38% of the globally produced plastics is used
by the industry of which most of them are petroleum-based (Geyer et al., 2017; Rabnawaz et
al., 2017). The grow for the use of plastic within the packaging industry was also supported
by the production of more single-use packaging design (Geyer et al., 2017). Where 40% of
the produced plastics becomes single-used plastic with a lifespan of one year, most of
those are produced by the packaging industry (Hamilton et al., 2019). These single-use
plastics “…are the main drivers of consumption and waste generation.” (Hamilton et al., 2019).
This is a problem, as the current production resources as well as waste management and
long degradation time of the plastic packaging designs cause for environmental concern.
For the production of plastic packaging design, more than 90% of the resource materials
are petroleum-based (World Economic Forum et al., 2016). Which means that it is made
from non-renewable resources. Furthermore, only 14% of the produced plastic packaging
designs is collected for recycling, where only 10% is recycled for similar- or lower-quality
applications, and 32% is not collected at all or mismanaged (See Figure 1) (World Economic
Forum et al., 2016).
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Figure
1:
‘Packaging
Life Stream and Waste
Management’
SOURCE: World Economic
Forum et al. (2016,
p.27),
or
see
their
website
https://www.
ellenmacarthurfoundation.
org/explore/plastics-andthe-circular-economy

These statements maybe make it sound like the material plastic, especially for the use of
packaging design, has only bad consequences. However, this is not the case, as singleuse plastic packaging design is very important for health and safety matters, for example,
regarding food safety and health care sanitation purposes (Packaging Europe, 2018). This
is best explained in the following quote:

“There is no good or bad raw material, but there is wrong and right packaging.”

(Quote of Jocelyne Ehret, Founder of ‘The right packaging company’ on their website as
well as mentioned during a conference of Packaging Europe in 2018)(Packaging Europe,
2018)
The use of plastic for packaging design is therefore not a bad thing in itself, however the
magnitude in which it is used for the industry is a problem. Therefore, especially regarding
single-use plastics, it is necessary to look for sustainable, alternative material usage for
such packaging designs. Also considering in which fields of packaging design this would
be possible. And where this is possible, it is important to move away from non-renewable
material resources and create possibilities for better waste management for new alternative
materials. Going towards a circular economy, which will be explained further in the next
chapter.
Trend reports on packaging design describe an active change in consumer behavior which
leads towards seeing sustainability as a core principle for packaging design to reduce
environmental impact, also called conscious consumption (Mintel Group, 2020; Smith, n.d.).
Although a survey on US consumers shows that hygiene and food safety is seen as more
important than environmental impact, still 38% says that sustainability in packaging design
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is still very important (Feber, David; Granskog, Anna; Lingqist, Oskar; Nordigården, 2020).
Furthermore, research shows that consumers’ willingness to pay more for sustainable
packaging design is 60 – 70% (Feber, David; Granskog, Anna; Lingqist, Oskar; Nordigården,
2020). Another study shows that the willingness to pay for recyclable packaging is
especially positive for plastic packaging products (Klaiman et al., 2016). Not only is there a
shift in behavior and willingness from the consumers side, the Dutch waste management
company ‘Vereniging Afvalbeheer’ states their open-mindedness for innovations of new
products and techniques relating to the waste management of bioplastics (Vereniging
Afvalbedrijven, 2018).
This project places itself in the investigation of possibilities of sustainable, alternative
materials for packaging design. “Because new materials, solutions and configurations are
constantly under investigation, packaging sustainability involves a continuous improvement
process, and even small changes can bring great opportunities in terms of environmental,
economic and social improvements.”(Azzi et al., 2012). The relevance of such materials is
already briefly mentioned, however it is also in itself mentioned as being a global trend
for packaging design and that packaging companies should take advantage of the recent
innovations in alternative materials as well as look for truly biodegradable plastic materials
(DS Smith, n.d.; Feber, Kobeli, et al., 2020; McKinsey & Company, 2019a). A global consumer
survey shows that consumers see plastic films made from renewable, compostable raw
materials as one of the most sustainable packaging options (Feber, Granskog, et al., 2020).
Adding to this, it is called for companies to adjust to a strong sustainability narrative as
part of their brand identity that represents values which their customers can relate to or feel
represented by (Feber, Kobeli, et al., 2020; Mintel Group, 2020). This sustainability narrative,
as part of the brand identity, could be accomplished by the use of sustainable, alternative
materials for packaging design which is the vision and starting point for the research
process of this project.

“Packaging tells stories through its materials…they have to deliver a delightful
experience.”(DS Smith, n.d.)
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DESIGN
METHODS
The design method used for the overall process of this project, which is used as well for the
report structure to create a clear overview of the process, is the Double Diamond framework
(Design Council, 2019) (see Figure 2). The framework was chosen as basis for the design
process as it allows for more abstract and holistic material exploration to happen at the
beginning rather than at the end of the design process (van Bezooyen, 2013). Since this
project focusses on the possibilities of sustainable and alternative materials for packaging
design, this approach of the framework for material exploration supports the development
of this project. Furthermore, the material explorations at the beginning of the process can
help with goal forming (van Bezooyen, 2013), as was done within the ‘Defining the concept’
stage of this project.
Within the Double Diamond framework, other design methods have been used during the
process. In the following text, each of the stages will be shortly elaborated on.

Figure 2: Double Diamond Framework for the project. Based on the ‘Framework of Innovation‘ (Design Council, 2019)
(https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/news-opinion/what-framework-innovation-design-councils-evolved-double-diamond)
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Challenge definition
Discover possibilities regarding alternative materials for packaging design use, taking into
account sustainability matters and technology innovations.
Stage 1: Discover
This stage started out with creating awareness of my own packaging use, what the purpose
of the designs were and which materials they consisted off. For this purpose, a qualitative
1st person perspective diary approach was used where visual material in the form of pictures
were obtained. This approach felt most appropriate to use as it helped to understand and
explore my own behavior in my private home setting (Creswell, 2014, p.290-319).
Furthermore, during this stage a lot of hands-on material exploration was conducted to
become familiar with making and handling different materials.
Stage 2: Define
During this stage, properties of the materials from the material exploration where
documented and compared to each other. This comparison was to define which materials
would have the most potential to be used for packaging purposes.
At the same time, previous work and literature research was conducted on the current state
of the packaging industry (which is already partly elaborated upon in the ‘Introduction and
Defining Problem Area’ chapter) and on interesting or novel packaging innovations.
At the end of this stage, a concept was defined and the most promising materials were
chosen for further development. This concept concluded a product-oriented Productservice system (pPSS) (Tukker, 2004). With the help of the previous gained knowledge,
the concept was created from a 3rd person perspective, meaning “...designing for society
in general.” (Tomico et al., 2012). For defining the concept, visual design tools such as
sketchnoting and -mapping where applied.
Stage 3 & 4: Develop & Deliver
At this stage, the recipes of the chosen materials where further developed and fine-tuned
to be able to make physical prototypes with the help and advice of experts. Furthermore,
opportunities for creating brand identity were explored for creating the physical prototypes.
Here also expert advice was obtained.
Sustainability and circular economy are important aspects of this project and packaging
design in general. The circular economy framework is based on three principles, which are
to “…design out waste and pollution. Keep products and materials in use. Regenerate natural
systems.” (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, n.d.) (see Figure 3). To analyze if the concept fits
within this framework, it is important to look at the life cycle of the product. Looking at the
life cycle is done through a End-of-Life (EoL) and a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) with the help
of the ‘Idemat’ and ‘Idemat Light’ apps. The approach of the EoL and LCA is based upon
the ‘quick and dirty’ LCA provided during the packaging design course of ELISAVA in the
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2nd trimester of 2020. The exact steps will be further explained in the ‘End-of-Life and Life
Cycle Analysis’ chapter.
To investigate the value of the concept as a pPSS with users and stakeholders, qualitative
interviews were conducted. During these interviews, the users and stakeholders being
interviewed are put into the scenario of use of the pPSS. This is according to the usercentric design method ‘scenario based design’, through indirect participatory scenario
generation where “Confirmation [of future product use] can be agreed by having end-users
read or look at the scenarios and asking them for their opinions in an interview or survey.”
(Voort, 2013). These insights are then used as a step to create the ‘Value Flow Model’. The
Value Flow Model was used as it would be a good method to map stakeholders as well as
visualize the value flows of the pPSS in the current ‘eco-system’ (Voort, 2013).
The use of these methods leaded to the final concept and design outcome.
Evaluation Framework
To evaluate where this projects stands within the complex field of packaging design, the
framework ‘Roadmap for Packaging Design Studies and Research’ was used (See Figure
4). This framework “…aims to assist packaging designers by illustrating main drivers and
most important aspects related to a successful and innovative packaging solution.” (Azzi et
al., 2012). The framework is not used during the process of this project as the project is
not within the scope of the framework. This project falls within the first phase of making
a new packaging material design, therefore there are many future research possibilities.
The framework will serve as an evaluation to the final concept and design outcome, to see
where the concept stands within this framework and what future improvements or research
need to be conducted.
Figure 3 (left): Circular Economy Diagram SOURCE:
World Economic Forum et al. (2016, p.32) (https://
www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-economy/
concept/infographic)

Figure 4 (right): ‘Conceptual framework: drivers to integrated
packaging design.‘ SOURCE: Azzi et al. (2012)
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FIRST
DIAMOND
Packaging Diary
To become aware and gain insights of my own packaging usage, a 1st person perspective
diary documentation approach was conducted. For one whole day, the usage of all packaging
was documented. This included documentation on the materials, functionality, look-andfeel, usability and, if applicable, printing properties. (See Figure 5)
From the documentation of the packaging design, the similarities in properties were counted
and two most recurring themes were established. From the documented packaging designs
there where 11 food/drink packaging, 9 caretaking products (e.g. toothpaste packaging),
4 re-usable packaging, and 5 luxury products (e.g. perfume bottle). All of the packaging
contained an element of plastic in the packaging, where 9 of them contained an element
of aluminium in the packaging. All, except the cucumber wrapping, contained a graphic
design element. Which meant that the packaging was either printed, hot stamped or had
a printed label or lettering stacked on the packaging. The total use of packaging designs
document that day (10/09/2020) where 25 different packaging designs.
Conclusion
The two most notable observations/themes where that all the packaging contained
an element of plastic and that almost all contained a graphic design element to the
packaging. The graphic design elements communicated functional aspects, for example
to communicate which materials where used for the packaging and/or how they should be
discarded, and/or communicated the brand identity of the product. Furthermore, even in
my own daily packaging use, it shows how much packaging is made (partially) out of some
type of plastic. This complies with the problem area research that plastic is one of the most
used materials for packaging design.
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Figure 5: The 3 pictures in the left column show the packaging
used at three different moments during the 10th of September
2020 (morning, afternoon and evening). The 4 pictures in the right
column show the diary documentation in the sketchbook with
material samples.
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Material Explorations (1st)
Since the project positioned itself as focusing on sustainable and alternative material(s)
for packaging design, it was important to start with material explorations at the very
beginning of the project as explained in the ‘Design Methods‘ chapter. Due to the current
state regarding the COVID-19 virus in the Netherlands, it was important that the techniques
for making the material would be do-able at home. Explorations were conducted through
resources given by the squad as well own internet research. A list of sources that served
as inspiration for making techniques can be found in Appendix A. The materials were
documented through pictures as well as through notes on the used ingredients and the
look-and-feel of the materials in a sketchbook (See Figure 6 + 7). The notes regarding the
different materials can as well be found in Appendix A. In this material exploration phase,
25 different materials were explored which can be viewed on the following pages. Each of
the materials are numbered for clarity on which material is being discussed as well as to
keep a clear overview of the created materials. A comparison as well as further exploration
on the material properties will be elaborated upon in the following subchapter.
Conclusion
A lot of the material explorations were bioplastics made from agar. This happened naturally,
as these bioplastics were fairly easy to make at home by becoming solid really quickly after
pouring it on a flat surface. The latter made them easy to work with and to transport on
other surfaces. Other materials were either not easy to make at home or took a long time
to become solid / dry. Furthermore, taking the direction of bioplastics would be interesting
to elaborate upon as it looked and felt most similar to commonly used plastic materials.
When using to much food waste in the material recipe, it was almost a guarantee that mold
would grow on it during the drying process. Adding to this, it is plausible that this is also due
to unstable environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. This conclusion
can be drawn as the materials were made on different days with different environmental
conditions, where some of the materials would dry normally but the other would become
moldy (this refers to materials 2 and 14) even though their recipes were similar.
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Figure 6: Collection of pictures from material explorations

Figure 7: Collection of pictures from material explorations and pictures with explorations in daylight

Properties Explorations (1st)
To get more insight into the properties of the materials from the material explorations, some
properties explorations were conducted. First, the first 10 made materials were exposed to
water to see how they would react/behave and would differ in look-and-feel. Next, a variety
of materials were exposed to heat by putting them in a hot press. Last, in the conclusion the
material properties of the materials will be compared to each other.
Water experiment
After the first 10 material explorations were made, it would be interesting to observe how
they would react in different environmental circumstances. This would help to discover
more about their properties and possibilities of application. Small bits of the material
samples were put into a bowl of water. The first check-in was after a time period of 24
hours and later after having been exposed to water for a week (See Figure 8). The time
period was chosen to see what the material behavior and feel would be after being exposed
to the proposed environmental condition over a longer period of time. It could determine the
endurance of the material in the proposed environmental condition. In hindsight it would
have been better to put the material samples in separate cups. This feedback was applied
in the 2nd properties exploration.
The documentation of the observations were analyzed by categorizing the words used to
describe the material. The method of qualitatively categorizing the descriptive words was
chosen as the experiment was not done in a controlled research lab and focused more on
my own experience of the material’s behavior and feel during the experiment (Creswell,
2014, p.290-319). The descriptive words were categorized in the 5 categories (see Appendix
B). The most mentioned change in characteristics were stickiness, flexibility and fragility.

Figure 8: Left are the samples before putting them in the water. Right are the samples in the water after 24 hours.
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Figure 9: Right samples before hot press experiment. Left some samples after experiment.

Hot press experiment
The hot press experiment was done, as already mentioned, to test if the materials would
be suitable to use for sublimation printing. This printing technique was proposed from the
squad as available technique to possibly use for the project. As printing is a big part of
packaging design, it would be interesting to investigate whether this would be possible.
The materials were put under a hot press with a temperature of 180°C for 10 seconds. For
sublimation printing on fabric the temperature needs to be around 200°C, but it was chosen
to start at a lower temperature to see how the materials would react at lower temperatures
and after try to go up. The materials were chosen on the basis of variety of materials as well
as the potential to be printed on. No more attempts were conducted with the hot press as
the melted bioplastic got on the hot press plates and most of the material melted. Further
attempts in regard with sublimation printing were done later in the process.
Conclusion
From the water experiment, the most promising materials were materials 2, 5 and 6. As
over time, not much changed by exposing those materials to water compared to the first
24 hours, which makes their endurance in this specific environmental condition the best
out of the tested materials. For the hot press experiment, material 18 as well as 21 seem
to have the most promising outcome. Because the focus and interest lies more with using
and experimenting with bioplastics, material 18 seems to be the most interesting to further
elaborate upon.
Concluding, material 2, 5, 6 and 18 would be the most interesting to elaborate on by the
findings of the experiments as well as overall promising material properties. However later
material explorations, materials 24 and 25, show new promising results for the incorporation
of food waste in the material recipes. They give interesting color, texture and smell.
Furthermore the materials are also pretty sturdy (See Figure 11). However, material 24 took
a long time to dry and the feeling of it stays quite ‘sticky’. Furthermore, even though it is
pretty sturdy, if not careful enough it can rip pretty easily in use. What can be concluded is
that the materials which are agar-based are the most promising and most sturdy materials
to further elaborate on. As the base ingredient is now agar, it should be further investigated
how the recipe of material 18 can be configured into an agar-based material rather than
gelatin based material. Furthermore, research should be done on agar, bioplastics and
agar-based bioplastic (packaging) design for a better understanding of the resources for
the materials. Lastly, incorporation of food waste should also be further explored.
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Previous work & Literature Research
To get more understanding and insight of the material resources used in the recipes,
literature research was done on the resources. The main resources are agar (also called
agar agar), water, glycerine (also called glycerol or glycerin), food waste (optional), potato
starch and vinegar.
Starting off, the definitions of plastics and bioplastics will shortly be described. “The
word ‘plastic’ can describe any material made from polymers, which are the large molecules
consisting of the same repeating subunit. … But in general, when people refer to plastics, they
are referring to synthetic materials.”(TED-Ed, 2020). Bioplastics are defined by European
Bioplastics as being “…either bio-based, biodegradable, or features both properties. The term
‘bio-based’ means that the material or product is (partly) derived from biomass (plants).”
(European Bioplastics, n.d.) (See Figure 10).
Agar is “…a biopolymer made from agarose. It is found in the cell walls of red algae (Rhodophyta)
and has the molecular formula C14H24O9”’(Dunne, n.d.). “…[red algae] mostly consist of
multicellular, marine algae, including many notable seaweeds.” (Wikipedia, n.d.-c). The agar
is derived from the seaweed by boiling the red algae and sold in its dry (white powder) state
(Hitti, 2019; Material District, 2016). According to an article from Material District, agar can
environmentally-friendly be disposed of, decomposes naturally, be utilized for improving
the water retention of soil or fertilizer (as agar absorbs and holds water very well) and is
not harmful for marine life when ending up in the ocean (Material District, 2016). According
to another packaging project using agar, it “...takes around two months to decompose
in summer temperatures , depending on the thickness, and about three to four months to
decompose completely in winter.”(Hitti, 2019). Adding to this, the seaweed farming industry
is become bigger and bigger. Seaweed farming could help with tackling global warming, as
it can absorb huge amounts of CO2 (CNBC, 2020). In the Netherlands there are already a
few seaweed farms and it keeps growing. One of the first seaweed farms in the Netherlands
describes that they are experimenting with farming different kind of seaweeds, including red
algae (Zeewaar, n.d.). These are promising developments, as this could mean that agar as
resource could come from Dutch seaweed farmers instead of having it imported from other
countries. Having it produced locally reduces the carbon footprint of production for the
agar-based biomaterials due to short distance of transportation. Lastly, seaweed farming,
and therefore the production of agar, does not compete with arable land which primary use
should focus on producing food for consumption or framing animals (Packaging Europe,
2018).
Glycerine is “…a plasticizer [which] creates space between the polymer chains, weakening the
intermolecular forces and reducing rigidity.”(Dunne, n.d.). Glycerine is added to the recipe
to make the bioplastics more flexible. Glycerine is obtained from plant or animal sources
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Figure 10: Categorizing bio-based and
biodegradable bioplastics SOURCE:
European Bioplastics (n.d.) (https://
www.european-bioplastics.org/news/
publications/)

and is a byproduct from e.g. soap production or the biodiesel industry (Wikipedia, n.d.-b;
Zhu et al., 2013). Especially the latter example produces a lot of waste glycerine from its
production, which in return can be used for bioplastic productions (Zhu et al., 2013).
Starch is a natural polymer which can be incorporated with various biopolymers (as well as
petroleum-based polymers) to create unique composite materials (Green Dot Bioplastics,
n.d.). “It is also highly degradable, meaning it can be used alongside a compostable polymer
without interfering with the degradation process.” “Starch-base plastics have increased
in relevance…because of their biocompatibility, low toxicity, degradation properties and
mechanical properties.”(Green Dot Bioplastics, n.d.). The use of vinegar in the material
recipes with starch are due to the fact that it “…helps to break down the amylopectin*, which
allows the dried bioplastic to be more flexible.” (Dunne, n.d.).
Whilst looking for literature on the materials resources and their possibilities, research was
done surrounding previous work or projects done within the field. There are many projects
done regarding biomaterials and biomaterials in combination with packaging design.
For the sake of keeping it short and structured, only the most relevant relating to this
project will be mentioned. ‘Desintegra.me’ of Margarita Talep is an agar-based bioplastic
packaging design project for dried goods to replace single-use plastics and uses natural
dyes extracted from fruit and vegetable skins (Hitti, 2019; Talep, 2017). ‘Bio’C’ of Zümra
Çentinler is a project surrounding gelatin-based bioplastic packaging design where recipes
and methods are designed for takeaway restaurants to use their own food residues in their
packaging (Çentinler, 2020). ‘Agar Plasticity’ of the design studio AMAM is a collection of
agar-based material designs for the purpose of packaging goods in a more eco-friendly
way (Material District, 2016). ‘From Peel to Peel’ of Emma Sicher is a design project of
eco-friendly food packaging made from a symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast with fruit
and vegetable leftovers (Hitti, 2018). ‘Zero Waste’ of Austeja Platukyte designed a bowlshaped packaging design using agar and emulsifying wax impregnated calcium carbonate
(Tucker, 2016). ‘Ooho!’ of NOTPLA designed a tiny edible and biodegradable alternative
for single-use plastic packaging design (NOTPLA, n.d.). Ari Jónsson’s algae-based water
bottles are designed so that after use the water bottles start degrading directly after you
*Amylopectin is a component of starch (Wikipedia, n.d.-a)
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drink the water (Peters, 2016). Lastly, Roxana Puscaselu, Gheorghe Gutt and Sonia Amariei
did research on the use of biobased edible films for powdered food and drinks where they
experimented with the use of agar and inulin as material resources (Puscaselu et al., 2019).
The latter three project both suggest that the packaging designs made out of agar are
edible (Peters, 2016; Puscaselu et al., 2019). This, as well as other projects using it for
food packaging design suggest that the ingredients are safe to come into contact with
food. However most foods used in the projects are cold and dry goods. Furthermore, the
‘Bioplastic Cook Book’ mentions that the bioplastics have low melting points as well as the
bioplastics not being water resistant (Dunne, n.d.). This should be tested in further material
and properties explorations.
All these projects are relevant information sources for this project as they all relate to
packaging design as well as the use of agar and food waste. These projects helped with
insights into the material possibilities as well as created a clear overview of what already
has been done with similar materials. It also shows where this project could differ and add
new value.
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Concept Development
For this project, the use of food waste as a natural resource to create the agar-based bioplastic
packaging design, either for coloring purpose only or also as main ingredient, would be a
valuable addition. Food waste is more expensive than packaging waste (Packaging Europe,
2018) and using a waste stream as new resource complies with the circular economy
framework. For the midterm demoday (the halfway coach-feedback moment of the project)
the concept was stated to “Create a design / concept for local businesses to use their ‘food‘
waste as new resource for biodegradable, locally made & personalized packaging.” (See
Figure 11 midterm prototype). After finishing up the previous work and literature research,
the concept had to be elaborate upon mostly regarding figuring out where this project could
add new value. One of the main things I noticed was that in most of the projects creating
brand identity with the new materials was not explicitly mentioned. Communicating brand
identity through packaging design plays a central role in creating a good consumerbrand relationship (Underwood, 2003). Furthermore, no design project regarding an agar
and starch based packaging design was found. There is however a research paper on the
microstructure and performance of agar/starch films, which states in their conclusion for
future research that this material combination could widen the application of starch films
for food packaging usage (Wu et al., 2009).
The project concept so far developed into the research of agar-based and agar/starchbased materials for packaging design, whilst also looking for possibilities of creating
brand identity (See Figure 12). Furthermore, an initial set-up for a product-oriented Product
Service System was explored (pPSS). This pPSS would be set in the neighborhood ‘Strijp-S’
in Eindhoven, which is a neighborhood were innovation and sustainability is very much
embraced. There would be an exchange of resources (food waste and packaging design)
between the local packaging studio and the surrounding companies.
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Figure 11: Midterm Demoday prototype. Shows the strength of the material due to being able to hold something as fragile
as an egg. Different and personalized packaging possibility.

Figure 12: Left sketchnoting of value for brand identity. Right sketch of possible pPSS.
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SECOND
DIAMOND
Material & Properties Explorations (2nd)
When contacting experts Zümra Çentinler and Berta Daine on the use of bioplastics (projects
mentioned earlier), their expert advice concluded to fine-tune the material recipes as well
as to observe and work with the behavior of the material. Following this advice, second
material and properties explorations were conducted. This included making 5 new material
explorations (See Figure 13 & 14), recipe fine-tuning, heating experiments, water and oil
experiment and shrinkage calculations (See Appendix C).
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Figure 13: Heating experiments

Figure 14: Material Explorations
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Creating Brand Identity
For creating brand identity, three different methods were explored. Graphic communication
through sublimation printing, shape communication through 3D printing and form giving.
These explorations were made possible by the help and expert advice of Marina Toeters
(sublimation printing), squad coach of Creating Everyday Soft Things, and Chet Bangaru
(3D printing and formgiving), research assistant D.search lab at TU/e. The creation of
physical brand Identity opportunities is explored for the reason that if these methods can
be implemented for communicating brand identity, the material has more opportunities
to be adapted by stakeholders. And when the material has the opportunity to be adapted
by stakeholders, this would make for stronger sustainable narrative of the stakeholder’s
company. With this sustainable narrative, stakeholders are playing into the need and
behavior change of their end-consumers as is mentioned in the ‘Introduction and Problem
Area‘ chapter.
Sublimation Printing
The use of sublimation printing was offered through the ‘Creating Everyday Soft Things’
squad which made it an easy accessible technique to use. Furthermore, sublimation as
a printing technique is eco-friendly as no dye gets into the water system which results in
minimum wastage and the same print can be used multiple times (Bradley Ross, 2016). The
latter however is true for textiles, but does not guarantee it to be true for other materials.

Figure 15: Sublimation Explorations
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The sublimation printing on the agar/starch-based materials seem to have the most
potential as the colors were the most vibrant on this material. (See Figure 15) However,
since the heat was added via an iron, this gave some issues such as no even heat
distribution on non-flat surfaces. This could be resolved by using sublimation ovens for
the sublimation printing, which would also be useful for larger production quantities of the
designs. Furthermore, the material must be completely dry for the sublimation printing to
properly work, otherwise ink-leaking could happen as an undesired effect. Sublimation
could be used to print company’s logo designs.
3D Printing
Possibilities to use the material for 3D printing were explored to be able to create more
diverse shapes. Expert advice from previous projects regarding 3D printing was gained
from Elzelinde van Doleweerd (https://www.upprintingfood.com/), Jori van der Kolk (http://
jorivanderkolk.com/) and Sarah Harbarth (https://www.instagram.com/sarah.harbarth/).
Previous design projects regarding 3D printing with algae have been done with e.g. filament
3D printing (Morris, 2017) and water-based 3D printing (Soldevila et al., 2014). Filament
3D printing, 3D food printing and 3D ceramic/clay printing were the 3 available printing
methods. Filament 3D printing is, as stated before, possible with algae. However, the agar
material made in this project does not properly melt when heated, but does get bendable.
Figuring out how to make this into filament and trying to reheat this filament for 3D printing
purposes would not fit in the time scope of this project. 3D food printing requires the
material to be like a ‘paste’. Both materials are more gel or clay like materials when in their
‘wet’ stage, therefore this would not be the most optimal option. 3D ceramic/clay printing
would be a good option for the agar/starch-based material as, this material has a clay like
feel when in ‘wet’ stage. Initially, it was planned to test this out with the material in the
‘Materiality Lab’ at TU/e.

Figure 16: 3D models made for 3D printing. Shape is inspired by / measurements are loosly based on existing packaging
shapes. See website for example shape: https://www.disposablediscounter.nl/homepage-producten/bio-salade-pokebowl-suikerriet-1000ml-bruin
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However, due to planning and the university having to close due to COVID-19 measurements,
this could not be done within the scope of this project anymore. It is important still to
mention the material’s potential to be used with this innovative technology.
Form Giving
For shaping the materials different techniques were explored. This included pouring the
agar-based material on non-flat surfaces, pouring the agar-based material and pressing
the agar/starch-based material in a silicone mold, and using heat from an oven or vacuumform machine to shape the agar-based material (see Figure 17). Form giving could be
used to created certain desired textures for the packaging designs as well as propose
opportunities for relief in the material such as the company’s logo.
For the agar/starch-based material, it worked best to have a close mold to put the material
in and press it with a lot of force into the desired shape. After making the material, wait for it
to become more compact, which makes it easier to work with. After, it should be put into the
oven to prevent early cracking of the material whilst drying. When put directly in the oven, it
already gets a bit hard, which helps with a smoother drying process.
Using heat to shape the agar-based material seemed to work, however after being exposed
to a colder environment it will lose its shape. Only the shaping lines will stay. For it to work
with e.g. a vacuum machine, it was discussed that the material should be thicker as well
as possibly use less glycerine to make the material less flexible and prone to going back to
its original shape. Unfortunately, also due to the university needing to close, these findings
could not be tested. However, letting the agar-based material dry on a non-flat surface
gave interesting textures and, depending on the relief of the surface, more strength (see
Figure 17, material 27).
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Figure 17: Formgiving Explorations
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End of Life & Life Cycle Analysis
The End-of-Life (EoL) and Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) are based upon the ‘quick and dirty’ LCA
steps provided by Isabel Ordóñez during the Packaging Design course in the 2nd trimester
of the 2019-2020 academic year at ELISAVA. The steps for this LCA are the following:
1. Establish the purpose of the LCA.
2. Define the life cycle of the product.
3. Quantify materials and processes --> Define Functional Unit, Relevant processes
regarding production and distribution and make assumptions regarding these processes.
4. Calculate indicators for the product per Life Cycle stage --> Normally this step would
be conducted with the help of the ‘Idemat’ and ‘IdematLightLCA’ apps.This step will be
qualitively analyzed as there are no quantitative findings.
5. Interpret the results and take action accordingly.
Establish the purpose of the LCA
The purpose of LCA is to analyze, as far as it is possible, the life cycle of the final packaging
design of this project. The analysis will help reflect on the current life cycle and what possible
improvements could be made regarding the life cycle of the design. The product consists
of two separate parts. The lid is made from agar-based bioplastic and the bowl from agar/
starch-based bioplastic. Both incorporate food waste. There is not a high level of accuracy
needed, since the production process of the material is not yet fully determined.
Define the life cycle
See Figure 18.
Quantify materials and processes
Functional Unit
The agar/starch-based bioplastic bowl will contain the food that is put inside of it after
packaging. The agar-based bioplastic lid will make sure that the food in the bowl is protected
from the outside environment and makes it possible to transport it.
Relevant Processes
Part

Raw
Materials

Process

Material

Process

Kg

Transport

Bowl

Agar + Water
+ Glycerine +
Starch +
Vinegar +
Food Waste
Agar + Water
+ Glycerine +
Food Waste

Cooking raw
material mixture

Agar/StarchBased Bioplastic

Molding & Baking
& Sublimation
printing (optional)

+/0.180

Truck

Distance
of
Transport
+/- 5 km

Cooking raw
material mixture
& Drying (if not
being molded
into shape)

Agar-Based
Bioplastic

Molding or
Vacuum heating
(shaping material)

+/0.014

Truck

+/- 5 km

Lid
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Assumptions (pPSS)
The food waste will be collected from restaurants by bike or foot to reduce transport
emissions. Starch food waste will come from food distributors of starch based materials.
This will be at the same time as they are distributing the food to the restaurants. They
will get compensation money for this provided service. The packaging designs will be
transported back by a small truck to the restaurants. Around 5 kilometer driving to distribute
it to 3 different hypothetical locations (based on location restaurants from stakeholder
interviews).
Calculate/describe indicators for the product per Life Cycle stage
According to the ‘Idemat’ and ‘IdematLightLCA’ apps, there are eco-costs related to the
following categories: resource depletion, eco-toxicity, human health, carbon-footprint and
end-of-life stage. The materials themselves would not have any costs regarding resource
depletion, as they are bio-based materials. However material production processes might
have some costs regarding resource depletion.
Except for the end-of-life stage costs, the costs of the categories cannot be separately
specified per life cycle stage due to the lack of data. However in the following text it will be
described where all these costs would lie in the processes. A separate description will be
given regarding end-of-life stage costs.
For the incoming resources, there would be costs relating to the transportation of the
resources and delivery service of the starch-based waste. Energy costs will be related to
cooking the materials as well as costs related to equipment. After the materials have been
made out of the resources, the materials need to be processed into the desired shape. These
processes will also have energy and equipment related costs. For possible sublimation
printing on the materials, there will be costs for materials (sublimation paper, ink and oven
wrappers to press the sublimation paper against the bowl for sublimation printing in a
sublimation oven) as well as equipment and energy consumption. For the transportation of
the packaging designs amongst the restaurants, costs will be related to distribution of the
assembled materials.
Costs related to end-of-life stage will depend on the waste stream. The ‘IdematLightLCA’
app shows that bio-based materials have no costs regarding ‘land fill’ end-of-life stream.
For ‘waste treatment & open loop recycling’ and ‘closed loop recycling’ there are negative
costs relating to these waste streams which are subtracted from the total material and
process eco-costs. This means that the product is more sustainable if it has lower ecocosts. This material has, for now, no recycling waste stream and therefore its end-of-life
stage will be the ‘land fill’ waste stream.
Interpret the results and draw conclusions
Due to not having complete information and data on the material processes, an exact
calculation of the costs relating to the processes is not possible. However, doing the LCA
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is use-full to become more aware of the use of the product, which process are relevant
and what improvements on EoL could be made. The EoL is unfortunately not the best
for the bioplastic packaging design. The expert advice on EoL and LCA, as well as the
stakeholder interviews, mentioned that bioplastics in the Netherlands are not eligible to
be used for compost due to it not adding any nutrients to the soil and it not biodegrading
within the maximum amount of time set for materials that can be used for compost. This
is a problem, since this kind of packaging design also cannot be used for current recycling
processes with excisting plastic materials. Therefore, it unfortunately will end up in landfill.
It is important to have done this EoL and LCA to be aware of the issues and think about
possible future solutions regarding these biomaterials. It is also a call for action to consider
alternative waste streams for biomaterials such as the agar-bioplastics in the future.

Figure 18: Step 2 of E-o-L and LCA. Defining the Life Cycle of the Packaging Design
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Value Flow (Stakeholder & User Interviews)
To visualize the interaction between stakeholders and how this is created into value, a
value flow model was created for this project (Voort, 2013) (See Figure 20). First, User
and Stakeholders scenario-based interviews were conducted to gather information on the
current scenario and propose/validate opportunities for a future scenario.
Stakeholder Interviews
Qualitative interviews with three restaurants placed in the area of Strijp-S in Eindhoven
were conducted. These interviews were analyzed by coding the data, than put into
final categories (Creswell, 2014, p.290-319) (See Appendix D). The final categories are:
Sustainability, Functionality, Quality, Brand Identity, Price, and Bioplastic Packaging.
The categories ‘Sustainability’, ‘Functionality’ and ‘Quality’ talk about the main aspects
packaging designs need to have. These are the top three mentioned aspects. Each
restaurant had a slightly different emphasis on each of the three aspects, however all
are mention by each of them. ‘Quality’ talks not only about the quality of the packaging
design, but also about the quality of the substance that it contains. It is preferred that the
quality of the food should be as high as possible for the consumers and the packaging
should be designed to serve the highest quality possible. The category ‘Sustainability’
has mostly mentions of sustainable materials for packaging design, however it also talks
about sustainability as part of the restaurants’ visions, therefore some mentions here are
also part of the category ‘Brand Identity’. This category has the most mentions and shows
that the restaurants are actively aware about sustainable packaging purchase and also
incorporate this in their brands vision. ‘Functionality’ is also a big category. Sustainability
is important, however functionality always tops this. It is the deal-breaker to use or not
use sustainable packaging design. The packaging should be easy to use for consumers,
have the right material properties for the desired substance being packaging, as well as
functional to properly store the packaging designs (logistics). Functionality of materials
and their properties is mostly mentioned in this category. The category ‘Brand Identity’
talks about marketing through packaging design as well as each of the restaurants visions.
The latter, as already mentioned, contain all the element of wanting to be as sustainable as
possible by using sustainable packaging design as part of brand marketing. Furthermore,
each of the restaurants is open for marketing through printing of their logos, but this is
mostly hindered due to costs and/or environmental reasons. ‘Price’ mentions price of
printing costs for marketing purposes and till what extend the willingness to pay there is for
more expensive sustainable packaging design. ‘Bioplastic Packaging’ includes mentions
and opinions of the bioplastic samples shown and the scenario. Interest is shown in the
samples that looked most like common synthetic plastic. Furthermore, cases of use were
explored by the stakeholders. But most importantly, it was said that “Trust in the materials
should be won”, which is a good conclusion of the findings of these interviews. Creating
trust between packaging material and stakeholder is a very important aspect of why certain
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Figure 19: Stakeholder and User scenario-based Interviews. Showing the material samples.

packaging is purchased. Lastly, what is interesting to mention is that the fruit and vegetable
waste of two restaurants did go into the normal waste bin instead of the compost green
bucket. Therefore, by using this waste as new resource material it would indeed be valuable
as it is not used in the compost waste management cycle. The other restaurant showed
interest in paying to have the food waste collected for possibly less than they would need
to pay now for the green bucket waste collection.
User Interviews
For the user interviews, obtained from 6 participants, a similar analysis was conducted as
with the stakeholder interview. Here, four categories emerged: ‘Behavior’, ‘Trust in Materials’,
‘Food Quality’, and ‘Sustainable Awareness’. The category that is mentioned the most is
‘Trust in Materials’. Trust in materials was concerned for both existing packaging designs
and the material samples. For the existing packaging it is important that the packaging is
functional and does not have any leakage. For some users, sustainability of materials is also
an important aspect as preference for materials. For the material samples, the material that
was most in favor was the wavy textured agar-based bioplastic due to it feeling the most
sturdy and having most resemblance of common plastic material. It was also questioned if
the materials would not cause food spoilage and would be water resistant. ‘Food Quality’ was
also an important and heavily mentioned category. Food quality was higher in importance
than type of (sustainable) packaging materials used. The material should e.g. not stick
to the food and should not impact the taste. Furthermore, it was also a deal-breaker for
choice of restaurant and would be most important for behavioral change. The category
‘Behavior’ contains mentions of current behavior regarding packaging design and possible
open-mindedness for behavioral change. The change highly depends on food quality, but
if that is alright there is willingness to pay more for sustainable packaging design. This
change would also be enforced, according to some, for example by making it more aware
on home delivery websites. Having it as an option on their websites. Current behavior talks
about the life-cycle of the packaging design currently used by the users, which mostly
ends very quickly after food consumption. ‘Sustainable Awareness’ mentions moments
where consumers acknowledge their awareness of packaging consumption and possible
openness of change. Most notably mentioned by a few is the amount of waste that they
create from the home delivery packaging design. This is experienced as unnecessary and
unsustainable. One participant even stating that they prefer flat packaging as it takes less
space in the trashcan. The user here refers to ‘invisible waste’ of the packaging after usage.
Conclusion Interviews
The interviews proposed a promising future scenario of potential use with the design
by showing positive reactions on the implementation of the materials. However, many
bottlenecks/problem areas were also mentioned. These include functionality of packaging,
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quality of food and behavior change. This information is valuable for this project as well as
future research to adjust the design or concept to end-needs of the stakeholders and users.
Value Flow Model
In Figure 20, the value flow model for this project is visualized. These value flows are
based on previous obtained expert knowledge and the user & stakeholder interviews so
far. The customer stands in the middle of the value flow model, as this is the end-user for
which the design and concept are made. In the first outer ring, organizations that have
the closest relation with the design / concept and the user are visualized. In the second
outer ring, companies, investors and manufacturers are visualized which have value flows
related with the organizations in the first outer ring. Restaurants are put in between the first
and second outer ring as they serve a double role. This includes providing the resources
for the production of the materials, but also having the closest relationship with the endconsumers. This value flow model could be further expended if research on the project
would continue and more actors and value flows would be discovered for this concept.

Figure 20: Value Flow Model
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THE CONCEPT
The final concept consists of a product-oriented Product Service System (pPSS) for local
packaging design production where food waste of surrounding restaurants is used as
a resource material for the production of agar-based and agar/starch-based bioplastic
packaging design. The packaging is than distributed back to the restaurants that provided
the resources.
The final design is a food packaging design made out of an agar/starch-based bowl and
an agar-based lid. The application for the final packaging design is to replace singleuse packaging designs for restaurant food packaging purposes. The inspiration for the
packaging design shape are existing food packaging designs**. Having a bowl and lid
shape combination as packaging design gives opportunity for transportation of packaging
substance and allows for a variety of substance sizes to be packaged. The bowl is made
from the harder agar/starch-based material which allows for sublimation printing (and
promising 3D printing possibilities) to be applied for communication of brand identity.
The lid is made from the thinner and more flexible (depending on the amount of added
glycerine) agar-based material which allows for shape changing when exposed to heat to
communicate brand identity as well as subtle visibility of sublimation printing.
Accompanying the final design are 6 material samples and a strawberry waste bag prototype.
The samples and bag show a variation of possibilities for the production of the materials.
Material properties of the final materials
Agar-based bioplastic
Recipe
Agar
Ingredients
Water / Food waste colored water
Glycerine 0g – 2,5g (depending on
desired flexibility)
Food waste (optional)
Thermoplast or
Thermoplastic behavior, however does
Thermoharder
not completely melt and when being
exposed to too much heat it burns
Water absorbent Yes
Reacts with Oil
No (needs to be tested on molecular
level)
Shrinkage Rate
0.143 (Depending also on thickness)
Transparent
Yes when only using food waste
colored water and no additional food
waste
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Agar/starch-based bioplastic
Agar
Starch (derived from food waste)
Water
Glycerine
Vinegar
Thermoharder
Yes
No (needs to be tested on molecular
level)
0.318 (Estimate)
No

**See websites such as Disposable Discounter (https://www.disposablediscounter.nl/) or Paardekooper
(https://www.paardekooper.nl/nl_NL/)
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DISCUSSION
To get a better overview of where the knowledge generated from this projects stands
within the complex field of packaging design projects and research, it is compared to the
‘Roadmap for Packaging Design Studies and Research’ conceptual framework (Azzi et
al., 2012) as mentioned in the Design Methods chapter. By placing the project within the
framework, it can be concluded that this project’s main focus surrounds the sustainability
aspect of packaging design. Some marketing aspects are included within the project and
safety aspects are touched upon, but not elaborately explored. Logistics and ergonomics as
defined by the framework are not (or indirectly) explored. Leaning more towards one aspect
in the framework does not make the research done less valuable, since improving change
within one aspect could bring unwanted change to another aspect of the framework (Azzi
et al., 2012). Focusing on one aspect of the framework (e.g. sustainability) could make
the design very developed and valuable regarding obtained knowledge within that aspect,
however for a packaging design to be feasible in a real-life setting, the other aspects have
to be taken into account as well. This framework helps to distinguish which areas within
the complex field of packaging design research need to be further investigated. For this
project, further research should mainly be done regarding safety, ergonomics and logistics.
The materials show promising possibilities regarding sustainability and marketing (meaning
in communicating brand identity) aspects, however they still have some functionality
challenges to tackle as gathered from the user and stakeholder interviews. Especially
regarding warm foods and how the materials react with the heat and humidity. Although the
material might be safe to consume (this however should still be tested in future research
for the final materials mentioned in this paper), it could be an undesirable aspect for the
material to react with the substance inside the food packaging. Further research should
be conducted on the behavior of the materials in these conditions or, maybe thinking even
further, on how the materials might add possible beneficial additions to the quality or flavor
of the food.
Setting the pPSS in the area Strijp-S in Eindhoven was done as the neighborhood serves
as a space for welcoming innovation and sustainability matters. However it might be
argued that the concept would not have the most drastic effect in behavior change in this
neighborhood, as companies here are already aware of sustainable packaging designs. This
was confirmed by the stakeholder interviews. Having said this, it would still be valuable to
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have the pPSS within this area, as it would possibly be implemented quicker by stakeholders
in this area than it would in other areas within Eindhoven who may have a less prominent
sustainable brand narrative. However further stakeholder interviews should be conducted
to test if this reasoning is true.
Another notable thing to mention is the waste management of the material. From the Life
Cycle Analysis chapter it is concluded that the final packaging design cannot be discarded
within the compostable waste stream. Further research should be done to adjust the
material in such manner that it would be able to be composted in the Netherlands. This
also goes hand in hand with new innovation developments regarding waste management
of bioplastics and biomaterials in the Netherlands.

Figure 21: Again the ‘Conceptual framework: drivers to integrated packaging design.‘ SOURCE: Azzi et al. (2012). Only now
with dots stating how this project relates to it. The green dots mean that these aspects are touched upon. The yellow dots
mean those aspects are only slightly touched upon during this project.
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Figure 22: A diagram based upon the conceptual framework (see Figure 21). It places the project within the aspects of the
framework.
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CONCLUSIONS
This final bachelor project focused on discovering the possibilities of sustainable, alternative
materials for packaging design. The final concept consists of an product-oriented Product
service system with a final packaging design which incorporates food waste streams from
surrounding restaurants as resource to create the packaging materials. To set itself apart
from other projects, it investigated not only agar-based bioplastic packaging design, but
also agar/starch-based bioplastic packaging design opportunities. Furthermore, it took
into account possibilities for communicating brand identity through the use of innovative
technologies. The project’s focus is more on the aspect of sustainability in the packaging
design’s research field. For it to become a feasible product, it needs to overcome some
bottlenecks regarding functionality, food quality, safety, ergonomics and logistics. Within
the sustainability and marketing aspect however, it shows a lot of potential to be used for
food packaging design.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Material Explorations (1rst) – Resources & Documentation
Resources for material explorations:

‘Bioplastic Cook Book’ - (https://issuu.com/nat_arc/docs/bioplastic_cook_book_3)
‘Agro’ - Berta Daina (http://ei.elisava.net/ca/agro/ & https://www.instagram.com/bberberecho/ &
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGteqHDUODY&feature=youtu.be)
‘Apple-based Material’ - Daniëlle Ooms (https://www.danielleooms.nl/apple-based-material)
‘Second Life of Coffee: Recycling Coffee Grounds into Something New’ - Barista Institute featuring ‘Kaffeeform’
(https://www.baristainstitute.com/blog/ella-takalainen/march-2019/second-life-coffee-recycling-coffee-grounds-something-new &
https://www.kaffeeform.com/en/story/ & https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMX7aQpIwl4)
‘DIY bioplastics from orange peels and ground coffee’ - sperim design (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrUjjzznwEE)
‘Bioplastic coffee’ - sperim design (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zwu0H5KTys0)
‘ALP project - Bio-plastic from banana peels’ - Ong SK 1984 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnlBnnlpfoY)
‘Chinese man uses ramen instant noodles to ‘repair’ broken things’ - South China Morning Post (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3h1_j3XnjM)
‘How to Make Paper’ – Shmoxd (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn9UsSafWHI&feature=emb_title)

Documentation of material explorations
Material 1
Material 2
Material 3
Material 4
Material 5
Material 6
Material 7
Material 8

Recipes

Agar 3.2 g + Water 80 ml + Glycerine
5.4 g + Soap 12 ml
Agar 1.6 g + Water 40 ml + Glycerine
2.7 g
Corn starch 1.6 g + Vinegar 15 ml +
Water 80 ml + Glycerine 5 g
Coffee filter (used) + Water 40 ml +
Glycerine 2.5 g + Agar 1.6 g
Agar 1.6 g + Water 40 ml + Coffee
residue 3 g
Vinegar 10 ml + Water 40 ml +
Glycerine 10 g + Potato starch 30 g +
Coffee residue 4 g
Banana peel +/- 130 g + vinegar 50 ml
+ honey 10 g+ potato starch 6 g
Kiwi gold skin (5-8 kiwi’s) + Agar 1.6 g
+ Water 40 ml + Glycerin 2.7 g

Material 9

Kiwi green skin (5-8 kiwi’s) + Agar 1.6
g + Water 40 ml + Glycerin 2.7 g

Material 10

Dragon fruit skin from 4 fruits + Agar
3.2 g + Water 80 ml

Material 11
Material 12

Hair from hair brushing

Material 13
Material 14

Agar + Piçmaniye (hemp recipe
bioplastic cook book inspired)
Agar + Fruit and vegetable garbage +
glycerine 2.7 ml
Same recipe as material 2 but
doubled.

Material 15.1

Crushed noodles with gelatin

Material 15.2
Material 16

Crushed noodles with toothpaste

Material 17
Material 18
Material 19
Material 20

Same recipe as material 1 but gelatin
+ vinegar instead of agar
Fruit and vegetable garbage with
water, vinegar and honey (similar
recipe as material 7)
Gelatin 2 sheets + Potato starch 60 g
+ vinegar 20 ml + water 80 ml +
glycerin 20 g
Agar 8 g + glycerine 14 g + water 200
ml + soap 30 g (similar recipe as
material 1)
Agar 8 g + Water 200 ml + glycerine
14 g + coconut skin

Material 21
Material 22

Paper from used coffee filters

Material 23

Mandarin skin +/- 100 g + water 220
ml + agar 8 g + glycerin 13 g
Strawberry waste + cornstarch 8 g +
vinegar 75 ml + water 400 ml +
glycerin 25 ml
Apple waste + agar + water +
glycerine
Same recipe as material 25.1 but put
in a mould.

Material 24
Material 25.1
Material 25.2

Mango skin +/- 120 g + water 200 ml +
agar 8 g + glycerin 13 g

Description

Dried really quickly & stayed very flexible. Almost didn’t shrink. Very stretchy. Thin parts very sheer,
but many bubble. Thicker parts cloudy. Nice soft feeling of bioplastic.
Dried really quickly and is very flexible. Did not shrink. Quite transparent. Feels a bit more sticky.
Dried really slow (took multiple days). Spreading on baking paper didn’t go smooth and is very
uneven. Dried up very thin. Very flexible. Does not come of very easily and breaks easily.
Bioplastic poured upon the coffee filter looks like bioplastic is absorbed into the filter. Paper feels
less easy to rip than before. Flexible and bit more soft feeling to it.
Very flexible after 24 hours drying. After 3 days it became very hard and it shrunk (also edges
rippled). Very rough textured finish. Easily breakable.
After preparing very thick and not easy to spread out. Very flexible at first. Slowly started to harden,
but thick part had some gum-like parts left. Eventually became very hard and started to curl up.
Easy breakable although thicker parts are very sturdy. Smoother finish than material 5, but still quite
textured.
Mixture looked very brown at first, but dried up very light. Potato starch probably made it very dry
and more paper like. Easily breakable and has fuzzy finish.
Dried up quite quickly and seems quite sturdy. However, because it contains separate kiwi skins, it
is more easily breakable at overlapping places. Quite a smooth finish and a bit less breakable than
material 9.
Dried up quite quickly and seems quite sturdy. However, because it contains separate kiwi skins, it
is more easily breakable at overlapping places. Less smoother finish than material 8 and bit more
breakable.
Dried up really quickly and was quite flexible. Color (orange) was very pretty. However, after 2 days
it started to shrink, curl up and got really hard. Latter due to no glycerine in the recipe. It also started
to form some mold in the middle, which is washed off. It has a textured finish and is quite breakable,
but less than some of the other explorations.
Very compact and sturdy when tangled. However loose hairs are very annoying and feels unclean.
Feels very sticky, also because of the sugary strains which partly dissolved. Very breakable when
bended. Did not go bad in moist environment.
Much more flexible, however since it is made quite thin it is very breakable. Did not go bad in moist
environment.
Material was spread out thinner. Similar properties as material 2 but much more breakable. Also
part of it had mold on it when exposed to moist environment. Can’t be washed of as with some
other materials. When it is scrunched up together it feels pretty soft and bouncy. Possibly usable for
filing up of empty package space.
In moist environment this material had mold all over it, therefore it was not touched for examination
anymore.
Got very hard after drying. But also very crumbly and breakable. Smells okay due to the toothpaste.
Cooking didn’t go very well and did not dry quickly. After trying to get it off from the paper, this slimy
textured material was all that is left of it.
This time spread out less thin, which did not give the same paper effect as material 7. Little bit
flexible but also quite breakable. Attracted flies whilst drying.
Similar as material 6 only without the coffee residue and better spread out. It was still difficult to
spread out which also, after drying, made it more fragile in thin places. However the thicker places
are pretty sturdy. It is not very flexible.
This time, maybe because of the quantity, the mixture did not turn into foam completely. It also
would otherwise go over the pan when cooking. Stayed wet and sticky for long time whilst drying.
Very flexible.
Similar to material 4, 8 and 9. Bioplastic much sturdier due to the coconut skin. However, it could
not be completely covered with the agar mixture. Furthermore, in moist environment conditions it
started to mold.
Very thick paper and sturdy. Could be used for sublimation and later cover it with bioplastic layer.
The color of the material was brownish. Furthermore, it did not dry properly and stayed very wet,
which also made it fragile. After one week of letting it dry at room temperature it started to mold
extremely.
This exploration seemed to dry a bit more easily than material 22, however also this one got moldy
after one week of letting it dry at room temperature. It was also much more fragile.
Similar to material 3 but bigger quantity and with strawberry waste. Took very long time to dry and it
dries very thin. Furthermore, it stays quite a bit sticky and is very breakable. However it worked /
dried better than material 3 and smells good.
Material smells good and is very sturdy. Material is also a bit textured from waste and has a slight
yellowish color to it.
The material is thicker and shrunk a lot. It has a much darker saturation. Material is very sturdy.
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Appendix B
Analyzing Water Experiment + Hot press experiment outcomes
Water Experiment
Observations
Material 1

After 24 hours

Became much more fragile and a bit more transparent.

Material 2

Stayed quite the same, only for a bit more sticky feeling

Material 3
Material 4

Became much more fragile and less transparent/whiter.
Feels much more sticky and became more transparent.
Seems like the paper (coffee filter) kind of dissolved.
Feels much more sticky and became flexible again. Some
of the coffee residue can be rubbed off the material.
Similar changes as material 5 (sticky, flexible & residue),
only bit more sturdy due to thickness.
Color much darker and very fragile. Bit more flexible, but
feels like wet paper. Not sturdy at all.
Similar changes as material 2 (almost no change, bit
sticky). Also became much more flexible.
Similar changes as material 8 (almost no change, bit
sticky & flexible), only it became much more fragile.

Material 5
Material 6
Material 7
Material 8
Material 9
Material 10

Became much more flexible and transparent. Lost much
of its color. Feels very sticky and quite fragile.

Counting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Fragile
Transparent
Dissolved
Same
Sticky
No change
Smaller
Less transparent
Whiter
Thinner
Lighter
Flexible
Residue
Darker color
Not sturdy
Crumbling / falling apart
Discolored
Separated
Darker skin
Lost much of its color
Mold

Categories
Color
Strength
Volume
Feeling
Similarity (to original
state)

After 1 week

Not able to find it back after 1 week, seemed to have
dissolved in the water.
Feels similar as after 24 hours (almost no change, bit
sticky). Maybe it became a little bit smaller.
Almost dissolved completely and became even whiter.
Feels a bit thinner and lighter, but overall quite similar as
after 24 ours (sticky, more transparent).
Stayed the same as after 24 hours (sticky, flexible &
residue).
Stayed the same as after 24 hours (sticky, flexible &
residue).
Completely crumbled / fell apart when picked up.
The kiwi skin looks a bit discolored. The rest is similar
after the 24 hours (sticky & flexible).
The kiwi skin and agar-based bioplastic can now be
separated. The skin is a bit darker. Otherwise similar to
24 hours (sticky, flexible & fragile).
There is mold on it. Also even more flexible than after 24
hours.

24 hours
5
3
1
1
7
2
1
1
6
2
1
1
1
-

1 week
1
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
1

Total
6
4
3
1
13
3
1
1
2
1
1
11
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Transparent, less transparent, whiter, darker color, discolored, darker skin & lost much of its color
Fragile, not sturdy & crumbling / falling apart
Dissolved, smaller & thinner
Sticky, lighter & flexible
Same, no change, residue, separated & mold

Hot press outcomes

Hot press outcomes
Material 4
The bioplastic ‘layer’ felt like it melted off. The coffee filter paper had no physical changes in appearance.
Material 8
Most of the bioplastic melted. Apart from a small part that looks a bit ‘toasted’. The kiwi skin, apart from maybe a bit
wrinkled looks unchanged in appearance.
Material 12
The bioplastic for this material also melted, the sugar strains got pressed flat and also look ‘toasted’. It is easy breakable.
Material 13
This material it looks like most of the bioplastic also melted, only the food waste ingredient is left with a thin layer of
bioplastic that is still keeping it fairly together.
Material 18
This material looked like it melted a bit and got stuck against the baking paper, however it did not melt as heavily as the
bioplastic from the other materials. It seems more like it got ‘moist’ which made it attach to the baking paper. After cooling
down, it felt pretty similar as before heating.
Material 20
Here pretty much all the bioplastic melted and only the coconut skin is left. The skin is attached to the baking paper,
probably because the melted bioplastic made it stick to it after cooling down.
Material 21
The coffee filter paper did not change its properties after being put under the hot press.
Material 23
This material looked most like it actually burned, as it colored black. It also feels like it is ‘toasted’ due to it being easy
breakable as material 12. Here the bioplastic also melted.
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Appendix D
Findings Interviews Stakeholders
Final categories
Sustainability

Functionality

Quality

Brand Identity

(Reasonable) Price

Bioplastic Packaging
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-

gerecycled papier
min mogelijk milieu impact te veroorzaken
ongebleekt, gerecycled karton
suikerriet
Geen bedrukkingen, zijn neutraal
materiaal minder recyclebaar is als het bedrukt is dus dan willen we het ook niet gebruiken
groentes die zitten onverpakt
lokaal
Restafval, glas en papier. Dat zijn onze enige afvalstromen
schillen van wortelen kan ik nog gebruiken
Voedselresten zijn producten waar ik echt niks mee kan zoals aardappelschillen of als het bedorven is.
duurzaamheid van verpakkingen
klimaatneutraal kunnen produceren
Makkelijk recyclebaar
min mogelijk CO2 uitstoot
duurzaam mogelijk wilt zijn
recyclebaarheid van het product iets zijn waar wij mee bezig zijn en dat duidelijk communiceren naar de gasten
[opdruk of logo] op een biologische manier of ecologische manier te doen is
Suikerriet Bio karton
PLA verpakkingsmateriaal
Meestal kiezen we voor karton. Veel duurzamer dan plastic
Groente en fruit in kartonnen doosjes. Als het daar niet in zit, dan zit het in ‘veilingkratten’ en daar betaal je borg voor (soort statiekratten)
We werken met hele dieren, dus niet losse stukken. Het komt van slagers in de buurt en daar passen we ook gerecht op aan.
Dat betekend geen tot weinig afval
Op die manier zijn wij bezig met duurzaamheid, lokaal inkopen.
Duurzaamheid uiteraard ook, maar de eerst genoemde punten gaan voor.
de koffiebekers, het is van biokarton
We betalen liever voor iets duurzamer dan het goedkoopste verpakkingsmateriaal
Als het kan kiezen we altijd voor bio
Packaging verdwijnt ook, glas is harstikke duurzaam
Maar glas gaat in principe altijd mee.
Wij zijn meer waarde in een herbruikbaar glas wat meerdere malen op een avond gebruikt kan worden
Wij zouden het leuker vinden om lokaal verpakkingsmateriaal te kopen
als we voedingsafval zouden moeten scheiden daarvoor daar zouden wij uiteraard ook voor openstaan.
papieren verpakkingen en van suikerriet
Ook om te kijken om wellicht volledig plastic vrij te worden.
grotere bakken van suikerriet
Tasjes zijn van papier
Kartonnen dozen
Wij doen ook de inleverkratten via de leverancier
Wij hebben weinig afval, omdat wij heel veel inkopen waar weinig aan hoeft te gebeuren Het enige wat ik mij kan bedenken van voedselafval is snijden van groenten
Mensen nemen hun eigen kommetjes mee
Ik probeer altijd de grens te vinden tussen zo goedkoop mogelijk en milieu vriendelijk materialen.
We hebben iets verderop een afvalhok dat wordt gedeeld. Daar staan wel verschillende containers, een voor restafval, papier en glas container. Geen groenbak.
transport van voedsel en drinkware
karton zonder plastic te week
suikerriet langer houdbaar
voorraad hoog genoeg te houden
plastic-vacuum verpakkingen
tetra verpakkingen (dat zijn zuivel verpakkingen
groentes komen in zakken
functionele van een verpakking het meest belangrijke
transporteerbaar is
hoe toepasbaar is het bij vloeistoffen
Functionaliteit aspect van verpakking meenemen
vormgeving is voornamelijk functionaliteit belangrijk
duurzaam wilt produceren is het al gauw 10 tot 15 cent per onderdeel
vrij stevig
heel functioneel kan zijn
makkelijk stapelbaar is
Met de saus cupjes die we hebben, die zijn niet fuctioneel ivm dat ze niet goed aansluiten op de cup. Overweging maken tussen duurzaamheid en functionaliteit.
stevig zijn om niet open te gaan in de tas
We verkopen dus ook geen koffie, dit kan gaan lekken en is niet meer warm genoeg eer het thuis aankomt.
kijken naar de voorraad, dus wanneer het nodig is
geen aparte afvalstroom voor het eten eigenlijk. Dan gaat het gewoon de prullenbak in bij het restafval.
op functionaliteit
Het product goed afsluit
lekt het? Absorbeert het? Is het vochtdoorlaten?
moeilijk te visualiseren dat dit echt goed functionele verpakking kan zijn
Een heel klein gedeelte is nog plastic, maar daar kom je niet onderuit. Daar zijn nog niet goede alternatieven voor.
wordt een vetvrij velletje in gedaan. Deze zijn wel vetdicht
deze is van karton en de deksel is van plastic. We hebben ook vorkjes van plastic.
verpakkingsmateriaal moet goed zijn voor het afhalen en thuisbezorgen
We hebben houten vorkjes geprobeerd, maar dat was geen succes. Dit komt omdat het mondgevoel toch niet fijn was, dus zijn we toch naar plastic geswitcht.
Suikerriet bakjes sluiten gewoon niet goed af, dus dat kunnen we gewoon niet meegeven.
producten warm houdt
warmte vast te houden
bepaalde kleuren samenwerken en mooier is om te presenteren
We kijken naar ons menu en hoe we het willen serveren
Presentatie is erg belangrijk bij ons
het warm blijft
We verkopen dus ook geen koffie, dit kan gaan lekken en is niet meer warm genoeg eer het thuis aankomt.
kwaliteit van product bewaard
Dat presentatie van het gerecht waarborgt
lastig wordt om het te maken wat iets van constante kwaliteit is
Dat de kwaliteit, hoe het het restaurant verlaat, hetzelfde blijft als het thuis aankomt
Verpakkingsmateriaal waar het warm in blijft, maar ook goed kan doorluchten (dat condens vrij kan)
Nummer 2 is toch wel uiterlijk hoe ziet het eruit
Als je een keuze moet maken ga je toch eerst kijken naar kwaliteit van eten en de smaak. En als dat dan plastic is dan is dat helaas zo
klimaatneutraal kunnen produceren
echt iets leuk is en een eigen identiteit aan een bedrijf kan geven
Qua kleuren en uitstraling zet je wel iets unieks neer en qua vormgeving veel mee kan
recyclebaarheid van het product iets zijn waar wij mee bezig zijn en dat duidelijk communiceren naar de gasten
[opdruk of logo] op een biologische manier of ecologische manier te doen is
Als met natuurlijke pigmenten het printen kan gebeuren zouden we het overwegen.
Onze missie is eigenlijk om alleen seizoensgroente te gebuiken
we houden toch aan onze visie. Op die manier zijn wij bezig met duurzaamheid, lokaal inkopen.
Ivm corona is onze missie volgen iets moeilijker, omdat je ook geld moet verdienen.
adverteren zij ook dat ze logo’s kunnen opdrukken. Dat doen wij niet, en dat is wel weer prijsgericht
We begrijpen wel waarom het gedaan wordt, omdat het waardevol kan zijn. Stukje promotie/marketing. Wij zien daar niet de waarde van in bij ons bedrijf persoonlijk.
Met wijn is het wel echt branding en kosten besparing. Met het logo van de wijn kun je ook zien tot hoever je moet inschenken dus heeft deels ook te maken met behoud van winst.
Ter plekke promoten via het servies zelf
Maar de velletjes zijn bedrukt met ons logo dus is ook deels marketing
Ze kunnen bedrukken.
Op dit moment laten we ons merk zien alleen op de vetvrije vellen
Nummer 2 is toch wel uiterlijk hoe ziet het eruit
Ik zou daar zeker gebruik maken om marketing mee te maken
10 tot 15% van de verkoopprijs
duurzaam wilt produceren is het al gauw 10 tot 15 cent per onderdeel
we het groot inkopen is het ook goedkoper
Ivm corona is onze missie volgen iets moeilijker, omdat je ook geld moet verdienen.
Prijs vinden wij niet belangrijk van packaging
We betalen liever voor iets duurzamer dan het goedkoopste verpakkingsmateriaal
stukje prijs aan
Dat doen wij niet, en dat is wel weer prijsgericht
Met wijn is het wel echt branding en kosten besparing. Met het logo van de wijn kun je ook zien tot hoever je moet inschenken dus heeft deels ook te maken met behoud van winst.
Glas kost 1,50 en drukken 2x zo duur.
Dus zelfde budget en als het nodig is meer als het een goed alternatief is
Wat je nu ook merkt qua inkomen, iedereen moet aan afhaal doen
De druk is erg duur, en dan zou je veel in moeten kopen wat nu niet lukt
Er was gister iemand binnengekomen van een verpakkingsbedrijf met samengeperste bladeren, wat heel cool is maar wel verschrikkelijk duur. Het is waarschijnlijk 5x zo duur
De biomaterialen worden over de jaren heel wel steeds stukje goedkoper.
Sommige duurzame dingen zijn heel duur voor kleinere zaken, voor mij zou dat heel duur zijn. Maar als je je richt op een bedrijf dat al afval produceert zou dat veel circulairder zijn.
Als de kosten ernaar zijn zouden we zeker ook geïnteresseerd zijn om ons verpakkingen volledig te bedrukken
Ik probeer altijd de grens te vinden tussen zo goedkoop mogelijk en milieu vriendelijk materialen.
Ik vind de verpakkingen belangrijk, maar ze mogen niet teveel invloed hebben op wat de consument betaald.
redelijk als plastic gedraagt, misschien iets stugger
draagtassen of misschien zelfs wel dessert verpakkingen
Dessert omdat het koud is en op basis van agar is gemaakt
bepaalde kleuren samenwerken en mooier is om te presenteren
een moeizaam process wordt om het om te zetten naar iets realiseerbaars
En uitdaging op grote schaal
Het voelt echt als plastic. Geur is wel apart. Het is een beetje zuur. Het aarbeientasje zie ik wel zitten, dit zou echt een tasje kunnen zijn.
avocado bioplastic lijkt echt als plastic
Meer vertrouwen in de materialen krijgen is wel nodig
Het is eigenlijk nooit goed, je kunt niet iedereen tevreden stellen. Maar je kunt wel om je heen luisteren

